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Abstract
We believe that the wealth of digital humanity re-
search resources that is available in Institutional
Repositories in Southern Africa is largely over-
looked because it is not machine explorable as de-
�ned by (Berners-Lee 2006). We argue that extract-
ing research from Institutional Repositories, which
(Berners-Lee 2006) describes as One-Star Linked
Data, and then enriching this research and storing
it as tuples in a triple store (RDF data store) will ex-
pose the research to a greater audience; make it ma-
chine explorable; and integrate it with a broader net-
work of Linked Data, known as the Linked Open
Data Cloud (LODC).
Our approach is to utilize software building blocks
licensed under Free (Libre) Open Source Software
(FLOSS) licences and to create a pipeline that can
potentially transform any Institutional Repository
into into a triple store, which can be published on
the Internet as part of the LODC.
Our transformation process embraces under-
resourced institutions by utilizing FLOSS com-
ponents and utilizing digital resources already
published on the internet in order to promote the
research from One-Star Linked data to Five-Star
Linked Data in (Berners-Lee 2006) taxonomy of
linked data.
Keywords: Knowledge Graph, Scholarly Knowl-
edge, Open Access, Linked Open Data, Resource

Description Framework

1 Introduction
Our multidisciplinary research takes place at the
intersection of these core concepts: Digital Hu-
manities (DH), Open Access Institutional Repos-
itories (OAIR), Knowledge Graphs (KG) and the
LODC.
In its broadest sense DH research consists of two
main components: data in the form of digital as-
sets and electronic resources on the one hand, and
semantic and Semantic Web technologies that may
be used together to explore these data, on the
other.
Semantic technologies are a fairly diverse family of
technologies that have been in existence for a long
time and seek to help derive meaning from infor-
mation. Examples are natural language processing
(NLP), data mining, arti�cial intelligence (AI), cat-
egory tagging, and semantic search. Semantic Web
technologies are a family of very speci�c technol-
ogy standards from the World Wide Web Consor-
tium (W3C) that are designed to describe and relate
data on the Web and inside enterprises. These stan-
dards include a �exible data model (RDF), schema
and ontology languages for describing concepts and
relationships (RDFS and OWL), a query language
(SPARQL), a rules language (RIF), a language for
marking up data inside Web pages (RDFa), etc. [1]
We speci�cally take the view that a lack of language
technologies limits the DH research available for
that language. Our opinion is that the availability
of both electronic resources and language tools are
essential to promote novel research in that it allows
completely new questions to be asked. So, for suc-
cessful DH research the following core aspects must
be available:

1. machine understandable data
2. the language tools for asking innovative ques-

tions about this data
We take a high-level view when considering the
OAIR, and we think of them as being digital repos-
itories of research. The research available in these
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repositories is as diverse as the faculties, and re-
searchers a�liated with the institution. (Suber
2012) states that ‘Open access (OA) literature is dig-
ital, online, free of charge, and free of most copy-
right and licensing restrictions.’ Most of the Uni-
versity Institutional Repositories have at least par-
tial OA resources, which typically depends on their
level of commitment to the OA philosophy. The
OA portion of these repositories is appealing to us
because they do not require any special permissions
to access; the licensing is open which allows us to
enhance and re-publish. We believe it important to
respect the copyright and licensing model that the
research was published under. The portion of the
Institutional Repositories that has been closed, in
that it requires a valid login to access or there is a re-
strictive licensing model in place, is therefore omit-
ted from our research.
The UNISA Institutional Repository (UIR) is one
such repository that has both OA and closed re-
sources. We utilized the OA portion of the UIR
as the basis for a corpus that could be used for ex-
perimentation. We refer to this corpus as OAUIR,
which refers to the open access portion of the
UNISA Institutional Repository.
A key goal of our research was to ensure that our
output would be machine searchable. Underpin-
ning the concept of machine searching is �rstly the
idea that the data must be ‘understandable’ by a ma-
chine before it can be traversed, searched and ex-
plored. While traditional data stores, such as rela-
tional databases can be used to store this informa-
tion, there is a far more �exible, concise and stan-
dardized technology to store data for machine pro-
cessing. Linked Data is a concept formulated by
Tim Berners-Lee who is responsible for inventing
the Internet. (Berners-Lee 2006) proposed the con-
cept of Linked Data (LD), where he de�nes the fun-
damental rules for linking data in a machine under-
standable way on the Internet. The following list
summarizes Berners-Lee’s rules:

1. Identify with URIs: This rule states the need
to uniquely identify data elements by using a
Uniform Resource Identi�er (URI).

2. Use HTTP URIs: This rule states that the
URI’s must use the HyperText Transfer Pro-
tocol (HTTP) which is the standard protocol
used for the Internet.

3. Serve information on the web against a URI:
This rule identi�es the need to have both the
ontologies available and the actual data sets on
the Internet using URIs.

4. Make links everywhere: This rule states the
need to connect information over the Internet.

(W3C 2014) have evolved this de�nition slightly
to include Internationalized Resource Identi�er
(IRI) which extends the URI concept to include
encoding to include all Unicode characters but
maintains the syntax de�ned in RFC3987-2005 by
(Duerst & Suignard 2005). This extension allows
for global adoption of IRI’s because of the vast lan-
guage support provided by Unicode, (Unicode-org
2020). Although, we should mention that there
are still unsupported languages and that Unicode
does not currently support universal text encoding,
(Unicode-org 2022).
At the intersection of LD and OA we �nd Linked
Open Data (LOD) which is a uni�cation of these
terms, providing linked data that is open access. We
discuss this in more depth in the Section 3.
(W3C 2014) re�ned Berners-Lee’s concepts in de�n-
ing the Resource Description Framework (RDF),
which states “An RDF triple consists of three com-
ponents:

• the subject, which is an IRI or a blank node
• the predicate, which is an IRI
• the object, which is an IRI, a literal or a blank

node”
This concept of an RDF is visualized in Figure 1 and
an example is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: RDF Triple (W3C 2014)
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(W3C 2014) further describes RDF triples as “The
core structure of the abstract syntax is a set of triples,
each consisting of a subject, a predicate and an ob-
ject. A set of such triples is called an RDF graph. An
RDF graph can be visualized as a node and directed-
arc diagram, in which each triple is represented as
a node-arc-node link.” This de�nition of subject-
predicate-object may also be referred to as an RDF
triple because of the three entities that constitute
the RDF de�nition. Leading on from this, we re-
fer to a collection of triples as a triple store. These
RDF triple stores are purpose built data stores for
Linked Data.
‘A KG, also known as a semantic network, repre-
sents a network of real-world entities—i.e. objects,
events, situations, or concepts—and illustrates the
relationship between them. This information is
usually stored in a graph database and visualized as
a graph structure, prompting the term knowledge
“graph.” A KG is made up of three main compo-
nents: nodes, edges, and labels. Any object, place,
or person can be a node. An edge de�nes the re-
lationship between the nodes’ (IBM 2021). For ex-
ample, a node could be a person, like Berners-Lee,
and an object like the Internet. An edge would be
to categorize the relationship as invention, between
Berners-Lee and Internet (see Figure 2). As in Figure
1, these nodes connected by a directed edge is analo-
gous with the de�nition of an RDF triple.
‘The heart of the KG is a knowledge model – a col-
lection of interlinked descriptions of concepts, en-
tities, relationships and events where:

• Descriptions have formal semantics that allow
both people and computers to process them in
an e�cient and unambiguous manner;

• Descriptions contribute to one another, form-
ing a network, where each entity represents
part of the description of the entities related to

Figure 2: RDF Triple Example

it;
• Diverse data is connected and described by se-

mantic metadata according to the knowledge
model.’ (Ontotext.com 2018)

Therefore in this article, a RDF triple store may be
described as a KG.
KGs that utilize the RDF open standard, can be
queried using SPARQL, which is another W3C
open standard. (W3C 2013) states that SPARQL is
‘a set of speci�cations that provide languages and
protocols to query and manipulate RDF graph con-
tent on the Web or in an RDF store’. One of the
key strengths of the SPARQL query de�nition is to
allow queries across distributed RDF triple stores,
also known as federated queries.
So, at the intersection of DH, OAIR, KGs and LD
lies the ability to query these machine readable data
in more sophisticated ways. Indeed, performing so-
phisticated queries using machine understandable
data is at the heart of successful DH. In this article
we present a pipeline that converts an OAIR into
a KG based on FLOSS, so that it is reusable in any
under-resourced environment.
The structure of this article is as follows: Section
2 brie�y covers related work about KGs. Section
3 introduces the LODC. Section 4 constitutes the
body of the paper and presents the transformation
pipeline from one-star LOD to �ve-star LOD. In
Section 5 we discuss our pipeline results and Sec-
tion 6 concludes the article and discusses future
work.

2 Related Work
While extensive research on KGs have been done in
recent years, it falls outside the scope of this arti-
cle to provide and extensive overview. Well-known
examples are Google as the �rst major search en-
gine to adopt the KG for search (Singhal 2012),
Bing who mentioned that their popular search en-
gine Bing[2] uses a KG for search (Microsoft.com
2017) and Amazon disclosed (Flint 2021) that Ama-
zon Alexa[3] was built using a KG. It should be
noted that these implementations (Google Search,
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Microsoft Bing and Amazon Alexa) of KGs allow
for public searching, however, the underlying KGs
(triple stores) that power these search engines re-
main proprietary and hence closed.
The Semantic Scholar[4] and Microsoft Academic
KG[5] are examples of academic search engines
based on a KG that is useful for querying academic
articles. The Microsoft Academic KG (Färber 2019)
and (Färber & Ao 2022) is available for SPARQL
queries[6] and thus it may be considered a part of
the LODC. Unfortunately, this is not true of the Se-
mantic Scholar, which does not expose their under-
lying KG using a SPARQL endpoint and therefore
cannot be considered a part of the LODC.
Examples of KGs applied to library resources such
as institutional repositories are (Sadeghi et al. 2017),
(Zhang 2019) and (Jin & Sandberg 2019), which fur-
ther supports our approach.

3 Linked Open Data Cloud
The LODC is a collection of KGs built on well-
de�ned open standards, such as the W3C RDF stan-
dard, and adheres to the OA philosophy. (Berners-
Lee 2006) continued his de�nition of Linked Data
and described this �ve-level taxonomy, which we re-
fer to as the (Berners-Lee 2006) 5-star classi�cation
of linked open data:

One-star (⋆) LOD refers to data in any format
that is published on the in Internet with an
open license. The use of an open license qual-
i�es this data as Open Data.
Two-star (⋆⋆) LOD refers to machine-
readable structured data. For example, using
excel instead of an image scan of a table.
Three-star (⋆ ⋆ ⋆) refers to machine-readable
structured data in a non-proprietary format.
For example, using a Comma Separated Values
(CSV) format instead of the Microsoft propri-
etary format.
Four-star (⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆) LOD refers to all of the
above and includes using open standards from
the W3C (RDF and SPARQL) to identify
things, so that people can point to your data.

Five-star (⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆) LOD refers to all of the
above and the data is linked to other people’s
LOD to provide context.

Figure 3 shows this linked data classi�cation visu-
ally.
It is the Five-star (⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆) LOD that sets the
standard for the LODC, which is the assemblage of
openly published KGs that are interconnected on
the Internet and provide the greatest value for ma-
chine searchability. To begin to grasp the vastness of
this cloud of data (McCrae 2021) provides a small vi-
sualization, shown in Figure 4, and this only shows
KGs that have been submitted and adhere to these
guidelines:

• There must be resolvable http:// (or https://)
URIs.

• They must resolve, with or without content
negotiation, to RDF data in one of the popu-
lar RDF formats (RDFa, RDF/XML, Turtle,
N-Triples).

• The dataset must contain at least 1000 triples.
• The dataset must be connected via RDF links

to a dataset that is already in the diagram.
This means, either your dataset must use URIs
from the other dataset, or vice versa. We arbi-
trarily require at least 50 links.

• Access of the entire dataset must be possible
via RDF crawling, via an RDF dump, or via a
SPARQL endpoint.

The diagram of the LODC, shown in Figure 3,

Figure 3: (Berners-Lee 2012) 5-star taxonomy
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contains 1301 KGs with 16283 links between these
KGs, as of May 2021, (McCrae 2021). This is by
no means a comprehensive view of the LODC, but
rather a sampling that allows us to begin to grasp the
breadth and depth of the LODC.
Underpinning the LODC KGs are the vocabular-
ies that have been used to de�ne them. (Vanden-
bussche et al. 2017) curates one view of these Linked
Open Vocabularies (LOV’s) as shown in Figure 5,
which contains 777 vocabularies. In the center of
the LOV diagram, we �nd a well-used ontology, the
Dublin Core terms ontology ( dcterms)[7], which
was one of the initial ontologies to gain adoption
on the Internet. The Dublin Core onotologies are
licensed under a Creative Commons licence[8], and
therefore available for sharing and adaptation as
long as there is attribution and any redistribution
should be under the same Creative Commons li-
cense.
We view ontologies as providing the vocabulary
with which we can describe data, hence utilizing a
well-adopted ontology allows us to connect with a
broader group of researchers. More formally, (W3C
2015) states “Vocabularies are used to classify the
terms that can be used in a particular application,
characterize possible relationships, and de�ne pos-
sible constraints on using those terms.”
(W3C 2015) also declares that “The trend is to use
the word ‘ontology’ for more complex, and possibly
quite formal collection of terms, whereas ‘vocabu-
lary’ is used when such strict formalism is not nec-
essarily used or only in a very loose sense. Vocabular-
ies are the basic building blocks for inference tech-
niques on the Semantic Web.”
Our decision to use the Dublin Core as our primary
ontology was based on these reasons. Namely, the
widespread adoption and the Creative Commons li-
censing.
We now discuss how these various concepts
were consolidated into our transformation
pipeline.

4 Transformation pipeline
Conceptually, the transformation of the available
Open Data in the OAUIR was our starting point,
and this data needed to be processed and enriched
through (Berners-Lee 2006) classi�cation system to
produce the �nal result. The pictorial view of this
conversion process is shown in Figure 6.
Before we review the documents discovered on the
OAUIR and discuss their classi�cation, it is impor-
tant to note that we discovered several image �les
(JPEG, PNG and related) that fall below the One-
star classi�cation. These resources were excluded
from deep analysis due to our limited resources, and
we selected to focus on the bulk of the available re-
sources.
We made use of a message queue (RabbitMQ[9]
to loosely couple several microservices and create
a transformation pipeline. This collection of mi-
croservices using messages that contained the state
of the process allowed us to develop stateless ded-
icated microservices to perform speci�c pipeline
tasks. The utility of stateless microservices is that
they enable horizontal scalability.
As we developed our pipeline, we discovered that we
did need some shared state, especially to reduce pro-
cessing time when enriching resources. We elected

Figure 4: (Vandenbussche et al. 2017) Linked Open
Vocabularies
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to utilize Redis[10], licensed under the three clause
BSD license[11], as our in-memory key value store
for storing state, such as a key word with its def-
inition. Our use of this in-memory data store to
look up a word with its de�nition prevented us from
calling publicly available API’s that were slow to re-
spond. The public internet API’s often took sev-
eral seconds to reply, and were always rate limited.
We developed code to monitor and adhere to the
calling rates of the external API’s. Using a cache to
store these results helped us stay within the bounds
of the maximum calling frequency of these APIs.
This lead to other challenges, such as the need to
queue these requests. Another approach which we
also used was to have a preferred service and an alter-
native service. The microservice would use the pre-
ferred service until it utilized the allowed quota, and
then would automatically switch to the secondary
service. When the primary service became available
again, the service would switch to using it. This
worked well, except when both primary and sec-
ondary had exhausted their quotas. When this hap-
pened we had to pause processing for a day, to re-
ceive fresh quotas, before resuming.
In our under-resourced environment, which
utilized a shared physical volume for the data
sinks (Fuseki triple store and Elasticsearch cluster)
and consequently experienced 100% utilization
frequently, causing blocking of writes at a disk level.
The best way to overcome this would have been to
utilize separate disks for each of the data sinks and
as each of these is a service in its own right would
be to separate these out of the virtual environment
where the core enrichment pipeline runs. Ideally
our entire pipeline should be co-located in the same
region and data center in a cloud environment
to reduce network latency. Unfortunately, we
were not able to test our theory of this system
scaling to reduce disk write contention due to
the project’s constrained resources. Hence, we
adopted a pragmatic approach of retrying failed
write operations. This was useful to understand
that the bottleneck at a disk write level caused
our thread to block until the write was complete
(or had failed). This delay in writing caused our

thread pool to be saturated for longer, which meant
that our Task Queue could not be processed. We
could therefore not read from the Message Queue
because there was no capacity available in the Task
Queue. This meant that the service publishing to
the Message Queue eventually received an error
from the Message Bus that messages could not be
accepted because of the downstream queue being
�lled to capacity. This caused us to introduce the
Binary Exponential Backo� algorithm to decrease
the frequency of retries, using an exponentially
increasing delay, when publishing a message from
this upstream service. (Goodman et al. 1988)
describes the binary exponential backo� algorithm
in the context of networking packets, which is
closely related to our system’s messages. This build
up of messages because of a processing bottleneck
is usually referred to as ‘back pressure‘. There were
multiple causes for back pressure in our prototype,
including the use of slow API calls and shared
disks. (Tassiulas & Ephremides 1990) �rst described
the concept of ‘back pressure routing algorithm’
in which they describe how to route around the
bottlenecks (or queues providing back pressure).
Enhancing the prototype system to better resolve
back pressure is reserved for future work. The
challenges supplied by the very real back pressure
in our pipeline challenged us to mitigate it by using
increased service resilience, however, we believe
that more could be done.

4.1 One-star (⋆) LOD
We discovered the initial data from the OAUIR
through an adapted web-crawling engine using
FLOSS Java core technologies. It was during this
process that we discovered the resources were pri-
marily associated with PDF documents. “The goal
of PDF is to enable users to exchange and view
electronic documents easily and reliably, indepen-
dent of the environment in which they were cre-
ated or the environment in which they are viewed
or printed.”(ISO 2008)
“PDF/E (ISO 24517) provides a mechanism for rep-
resenting engineering documents and exchange of
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Figure 5: Transformation Pipeline

engineering data. As major corporations, govern-
ment agencies, and educational institutions stream-
line their operations by replacing paper-based work-
�ow with electronic exchange of information, the
impact and opportunity for the application of PDF
will continue to grow at a rapid pace. PDF, together
with software for creating, viewing, printing and
processing PDF �les in a variety of ways, ful�ls a set
of requirements for electronic documents includ-
ing:

• preservation of document �delity indepen-

dent of the device, platform, and software,
• merging of content from diverse

sources—Web sites, word processing and
spreadsheet programs, scanned documents,
photos, and graphics—into one self-contained
document while maintaining the integrity of
all original source documents,

• collaborative editing of documents from mul-
tiple locations or platforms,

• digital signatures to certify authenticity,
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• security and permissions to allow the creator
to retain control of the document and associ-
ated rights,

• accessibility of content to those with disabili-
ties,

• extraction and reuse of content for use with
other �le formats and applications, and

• electronic forms to gather data and integrate it
with business systems.”(ISO 2008)

Our view of this PDF de�nition is that it pro-
vides the ideal �le format for human exchange of
electronic documents, and it is unsurprising that
the majority of the open access resources avail-
able on the OAUIR have an associated PDF docu-
ment.
Therefore, it was critical that our transformation
pipeline make provision for PDF �les, and to this
end we explored several alternatives before selecting
Apache Tika, (Apache Software Foundation 2022)
described as ‘The Apache TikaTM toolkit, which de-
tects and extracts metadata and text from over a
thousand di�erent �le types (such as PPT, XLS, and
PDF). All of these �le types can be parsed through
a single interface, making Tika useful for search
engine indexing, content analysis, translation, and
much more.’ In addition to providing the con-
tent analysis and conversion of numerous docu-
ment types, Apache Tika is licensed using Apache
2.0[12], and this is good because it is not restrictive
for our research.

4.2 Two-star (⋆⋆) LOD
Each web page that we discovered, included meta-
data regarding the resource that we needed to ex-
tract. Central to this discovery was the identi�-
cation of a unique URL, or IRI. The IRI then
forms the primary reference for all future steps in
the pipeline regarding this resource.
We utilized the FLOSS jsoup library[13], licensed
under the MIT Licence[14] to extract information
out of the HTML documents. This extracted meta-
data, including links to associated documents, was

then packaged into a JSON object and shared on the
message queue.
Our manual analysis of the attached documents
in the OAUIR revealed some �le types that were
machine readable and structured data, which in-
cludes Microsoft PowerPoint (PPT) and Microsoft
Excel (XLS) �les. However, their proprietary for-
mat means that they were restricted to Two-star
LOD.
Again, our choice of Apache TikaTM allowed us to
parse and extract data from these �les.
The next microservice to receive the message, which
included links to the resource’s documents was then
responsible to download, parse and extract the text
from each associated document. This document
content and metadata was then stored in Elastic-
search.
Hence we converted the proprietary �le formats
into a plain text format using Apache TikaTM

as a part of our conversion process. These �les
were stored in an Elasticsearch Index, so that they
could be searched using a very powerful search en-
gine.
(Elasticsearch 2022) explains this tool as ‘Elastic-
search is a distributed, free and open search and
analytics engine for all types of data, including
textual, numerical, geospatial, structured, and un-
structured. Elasticsearch is built on Apache Lucene
and was �rst released in 2010 by Elasticsearch N.V.
(now known as Elastic). Known for its simple
REST APIs, distributed nature, speed, and scala-
bility, Elasticsearch is the central component of the
Elastic Stack, a set of free and open tools for data
ingestion, enrichment, storage, analysis, and visual-
ization.’ Hence, we utilized Apache Tika to do the
initial text extraction from both One-star and Two-
star data sources on the OAUIR; then we stored the
extracted data into Elasticsearch, which creates in-
dexes based on this raw extracted text. Our Elastic-
search indexes, built on this bare data, provided for
very deep text search, which supported our enrich-
ment process.
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4.3 Three-star (⋆ ⋆ ⋆) LOD
In our further analysis of the OAUIR, we discov-
ered no CSV �les published on the OAUIR. The
intermediate conversion of proprietary �le formats
(PDF, XLS and PPT) were not of interest to us for
publishing because our goal was to publish an RDF
triple store of the OAUIR.
However, we can think of the documents stored in
Elasticsearch as being three-star LOD because they
are in an open format (plain text) that is machine
searchable. Our use of Elasticsearch to store our
documents and then utilize Elasticsearch indexes
e�ectively gave us a tool to search for words (or
phrases) across all of the documents in the Elastic-
search cluster. These Elasticsearch indexes link to
the speci�c words in documents that we uniquely
identi�ed with an IRI, consequently we were able
to perform this search to �nd related research doc-
uments even when there was no obvious connec-
tion.

4.4 Four-star (⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆) LOD
The OAUIR does not host a triple store that can be
queried using SPARQL, however, there was some
metadata relating to each resource was embedded
in the HTML page that hosted the resource, re-
gardless of the attached �le type(s). This embedded
metadata was human curated and greatly assisted us
with mapping this metadata to RDF triples. We ex-
tracted this metadata from the HTML page using
jsoup, as discussed above, and it provided consis-
tent and valid data that we were able to map to RDF
triples.
We utilized another FLOSS library, Apache Jena[15]
licensed under the Apache 2.0 open source li-
cence[16] for the management of RDF data in our
pipeline.
This data extraction from both the HTML web
pages, as well as from the attached documents and
then their transformation into a collection of RDF
triples was the focus of our research project.
Our transformation of data consisted of the fol-

lowing key aspects for each web page that our cus-
tomized web-crawler discovered:

• Each OAUIR resource web page was consid-
ered to be a unique web reference, which ful-
�ls the requirement for an IRI. This IRI may
be considered as the unique address we used to
associate all of the related RDF triples.

• Use the extracted metadata from the OAUIR
resource web page and convert this to a set of
triples using the Dublin Core ontology and
associate it with the unique IRI (discovered
above).

• Use the full-text from the extracted document
for discovery of additional keywords. Link
these keywords with the OAUIR resource web
page by utilizing the IRI discovered above.

• Enrichment of these resources, identi�ed by
their IRI, then occurred as follows:

– Apache TikaTM language detection was
used on the extracted document and re-
turns an ISO 639 code[17] describing
the detected language. This detection
includes a con�dence indicator regard-
ing the language returned. When think-
ing of the o�cial South African lan-
guages[18], we note that this language de-
tection tool only supports English[19].
This is a good example of where FLOSS
software language tools do not support
under-resourced languages.
Consequently, we restricted our pipeline
to English, as the other languages iden-
ti�ed in the OAUIR have limited lan-
guage tools available. English has mature
language tools available and provides a
best case for our automated transforma-
tion pipeline. We elected to defer multi-
language support for future research and
focused this research on building a work-
ing pipeline prototype.

– Using Python NLP Toolkit[20], we
standardized the input to ASCII from
Unicode; removed the standard En-
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glish stopwords; used the (Porter 1980)
Stemmer to standardize words; extracted
named entities; and then tokenized the
Abstracts associated with each resource.
This allowed us to create RDF triples
for any named entities associated with
the resource; as well as summarizing the
resource abstract into a format which
could be tweeted. This NLP process also
allowed the extraction of key words that
could be associated with the resource.

– The enrichment process then reviewed
both the list of named entities and key
words and looked up a common de�ni-
tion using the following strategy:

* Check if the word had been looked
up previously, if so then use the def-
inition previously stored.

* Utilize DBpedia Spotlight[21] to
�nd if the word (either the named
entity or keyword) appears in DB-
pedia and use this de�nition. If
discovered, we store the word with
its de�nition in an in-memory data
store for faster lookup when next
needed.

* If the word was not available in DB-
Pedia, then utilize a freely available
Datamuse API[22] to lookup the
meaning of the term. Next, we store
the word with de�nition in the in-
memory data store.

– Enriched terms were then linked to orig-
inal resource (IRI) and stored as a set of
RDF triples.

4.5 Five-star (⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆) LOD
The highest level Five-star LOD requires that this
RDF triple store is published on the Internet with
interlinks to other triple stores.
We utilized Ansible[23], an IT automation technol-
ogy, to deploy our triple store and website to our In-

ternet hosted server. The search website is available
on https://polysemous.org domain.
This was our ultimate goal and we published the
RDF triple store on a public web server with a sim-
ple search interface[24]. However, the triple store is
not publicly exposed for SPARQL querying on the
Internet at this time.
We have produced prototype software to extract
and transform the OAUIR to a linked data triple
store or KG and we believe that there may well be
other OAIRs that can bene�t from this work.

5 Results
As of April 2022, the OAUIR contains 22309 valid
resources (unique IRI’s), however at the time of the
creation of the RDF triple store there were only
14388 valid resources (unique IRI’s). From the dis-
covery of 14388 IRI’s, we constructed an enriched
RDF triple store containing 720542 unique triples
using our prototype software in 2018.
We extracted 78389 unique keywords (including
named entities) from the OAUIR using our proto-
type software. The top twenty keywords that are
most referenced are shown in Figure 7.
From these top keywords, our lookup strategy
found de�nitions for most of the general terms.
However, domain speci�c terms, such as ‘United
Party’, ‘National Party’, ‘Apartheid’, ‘ODL’ and
‘Chordophones’ were not found. This is because
the knowledge base for the tools that we used (Spot-
light and Datamuse) are broad and not speci�c to
the South African context. The probability of �nd-
ing such triple stores speci�c to the South African
context is low, and would probably require us de�n-
ing a new triple store before proceeding. ODL,
which means ‘Online Distance Learning’ and Chor-
dophone which means ‘a stringed musical instru-
ment’ were also not found because they are speci�c
research domains. In future this can be resolved by
�nding LOD sources that are domain speci�c and
allow these precise research terms to be linked to ex-
isting de�nitions. (Yarowsky 1992) states that there
are signi�cant NLP challenges when disambiguat-
ing terms, which we must overcome before �nd-
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Figure 6: Top 20 Keywords in the OAUIR

ing the appropriate de�nition and linking it cor-
rectly.
(Dewey 1894) provided a classi�cation and sub-
ject index cataloguing system that has been well-
adopted by librarians since its inception. It is not
surprising that many of the resources available on
the OAUIR were tagged with a Dewey Decimal
Classi�cation (DDC) number. Only about a third
of the available resources were classi�ed with a DDC
and when available, this was added to the resource’s
(IRI) list of attributes as an RDF triple using the
DDC term from the Dublin Core ontology[25]. Of
the resources (IRIs) that were classi�ed using DDC
terms, the top twenty DDC subjects are shown in
Figure 8. Using the DDC sorting scheme we dis-
covered three hundred and �fty four (354) distinct
subjects. This gives a sense of the diversity of the
OAUIR.
Our simple search web site o�ers a search based on
keywords, for example, searching for Apartheid[26]

gives the output shown in Figure 9. The list of avail-
able resources are shown in the left to middle of the
screen, and these can be clicked on and expanded
to show the abstract, keywords, links to the abstract
and full-text. Clicking on any of the keywords will
start a new search using the selected keyword. On
the right are a list of topics extracted from the ac-
cumulated results. Hovering over any of the top-
ics, will show the de�nition of the term as discov-
ered using our API resources (described in Section
4.4 above). Clicking any of these links will open a
new web page and show the de�nition of the word.
Where possible, the link to DBpedia is used, how-
ever, if no DBpedia link was found then a link to
Wikipedia[27] is used. (Head et al. 2021) explore
a similar idea of explaining concepts using an aug-
mented user interface, however, their focus is on
Mathematical and Scienti�c formulae.
Opening one of the links to a resource on the
OAUIR, we would �nd a web page such as the one
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Figure 7: Top 20 Dewey Decimal Classifications in the OAUIR

Figure 8: Search for Apartheid on the prototype web site
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shown in Figure 10.
Our prototype software discovered this web page,
extracted the data, enriched the data and encoded
it in RDF (n3 format)[28] as shown in Figure 11.
Note the use of the ‘Friend of a Friend’ (FOAF)
vocabulary[29] to reference that the authors are ac-
quainted. We would have preferred using an OR-
CID[30], however, the discovery and disambigua-
tion of authors was outside the scope this initial re-
search. (Subramanian et al. 2021) explore the dis-
ambiguation of author names using their S2AND
model[31], available under the Apache 2.0 license,
which o�ers an interesting starting point to deepen
our implementation.
We also used the Dublin CoreTM Ontology[32] to
reference concepts such as title, subjects, contribu-
tors, abstract, publisher, date accepted and related
concepts.
Referring back to the example search shown in Fig-
ure 9, the simpli�ed SPARQL query against our
triple store is shown in Figure 12. This SPARQL
query returns a unique list of subjects (IRI’s) where
the Dublin Core subject matches the search query
and limits the results to only the top twenty re-
sources.
Our work in transforming the OAUIR repository
in an automated way, was to create a pipeline using
FLOSS technologies that could process all available
resources without human intervention. The use of
open source technologies allows the solution to be
used in under-resourced environments. The pur-
pose of our research was to connect the OAUIR
with the LODC and provide an interface for search-
ing this KG to demonstrate the power of the linked
open data in the semantic web.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
We showed that an OAIR can be converted into a
KG by demonstrating our prototype software that
discovers, extracts, enriches resources available on
the OAUIR and then publishes the resultant KG
on the Internet with a rudimentary search inter-
face.

We acknowledge that our work can be further en-
hanced. Utilizing a South African engine for de-
tecting languages would be a good enhancement.
Another enhancement would be the use of South
African speci�c KGs to query and �nd de�nitions
for words which are not included in the more
generic triple stores. Similarly specialist domains
such as education terms and musical instruments
would also bene�t from more speci�c triple stores.
The discovery, or creation if they do not exist,
of these domain speci�c resources remains future
work. Additionally we recognise that the availabil-
ity of the DDC terms in our KG can also be ex-
tended by connecting to an appropriate library clas-
si�cation triple store.
The use of Apache TikaTM to extract text from PDF
documents was only successful when the PDF was
encoded as text. Unfortunately, all styling informa-
tion is lost during this process, such as chapter ti-
tles and headings. (Neumann et al. 2021) has done
work in deepening text extraction from PDF �les,
speci�cally attempting to retain the structure of the
document using annotations. An additional limi-
tation of Apache TikaTM is the PDF is a collection
of images, one example of such a resource is a series
of handwritten letters that have been scanned as im-
ages and inserted into PDF �les. In this case, Apache
TikaTM is not able to extract the image as text. The
conversion of handwritten text images to text and
the extraction of images to text is reserved for fu-
ture work. (Rajesh et al. 2021) shows an accuracy
of 86.6% when converting handwriting scanned as
images to text using a Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) and this shows that this conversion is
possible.
We earlier noted that English language tools are ma-
ture, and we utilized these for the conversion of
the bulk of the resources from the OAUIR. How-
ever, there are resources available in the other in-
digenous languages of South Africa that intrigue
us. These languages are typically under-resourced
and the availability of the necessary language tools
are scarce. Discovering available language tools, or
building the tools for these languages remains fu-
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Figure 9: Example of a typical One-Star LODOAUIR resource

Figure 10: Example of a typical Four-Star LODOAUIR resource

ture work.
We believe the deepening of our author disambigua-

tion and connection with an accredited source of
unique author identi�cation will be a valuable en-
hancement for our research. Speci�cally, leveraging
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research such as (Subramanian et al. 2021) for au-
thor disambiguation and use of a data source such
as ORCID[33] for uniquely identifying authors will
be advantageous.
From a technology perspective, we recognise our
pipeline worked satisfactorily, however, more could
be done to manage the back pressure caused by
shared resources. Shared disk and the use of pub-
lic internet API resources are shared resources that
operate in seconds, rather than milliseconds.
We also recall (Flint 2021) stating that Amazon
Alexa uses a KG, and we believe that a similar Ar-
ti�cial Intelligence (AI) implementation using our
KG would be a useful future extension.
Our FLOSS based pipeline will be available for use
by other organizations to transform their OAIRs
into LODC resources.

Notes
[1] https://cambridgesemantics.

com/blog/semantic-university/

comparing-semantic-technologies

[2] https://www.bing.com

[3] https://www.amazon.com/b?ie=UTF8&

node=21576558011

[4] https://www.semanticscholar.org/

[5] https://makg.org/

[6] https://makg.org/sparql-endpoint/

[7] https://www.dublincore.org/

specifications/dublin-core/

dcmi-terms/

[8] https://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/

[9] https://www.rabbitmq.com/

Figure 11: A simple SPARQL query

[10] https://redis.io/

[11] https://redis.io/docs/about/

license/

[12] https://www.apache.org/licenses/

LICENSE-2.0

[13] https://jsoup.org/

[14] https://jsoup.org/license

[15] https://jena.apache.org/

[16] https://www.apache.org/licenses/

LICENSE-2.0

[17] https://www.iso.org/

iso-639-language-codes.html

[18] https://southafrica-info.

com/arts-culture/

11-languages-south-africa/

[19] https://svn.apache.org/repos/asf/

tika/branches/1.2/tika-core/src/

main/resources/org/apache/tika/

language/tika.language.properties

[20] https://www.nltk.org/

[21] https://www.dbpedia-spotlight.

org/

[22] https://www.datamuse.com/api/

[23] https://www.ansible.com/

[24] https://polysemous.org

[25] https://dbpedia.org/ontology/dcc

[26] https://polysemous.org

[27] https://en.wikipedia.org/

[28] https://www.w3.org/

TeamSubmission/n3/

[29] http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/

[30] https://orcid.org/

[31] https://github.com/allenai/S2AND/

[32] https://www.dublincore.org/
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[33] https://orcid.org/
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